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Judgment of Court Case C-280/00, Commission Decision2005/842/EC, 
Community Framework for State aid in the form of public service 
compensation 2005/C 297/04 and Commission Directive 2005/81/EC of 28 
November 2005 refer 
 
Please refer to the full texts as the following is a summary 
 
<http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2003/c_226/c_22620030920en00010002.pdf>
 
<http://europa.eu.int/eur-
lex/lex/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2005/l_312/l_31220051129en00670073.pdf>
 
<http://europa.eu.int/eur-
lex/lex/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2005/c_297/c_29720051129en00040007.pdf>
 
http://europa.eu.int/eur-
lex/lex/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2005/l_312/l_31220051129en00470048.pdf  
 
1 BACKGROUND 
 
Definition 
 
SGEI are usually services which: 
 

• the market does not provide or does not provide to the extent or quality 
which the state requires; AND  

 
• it is in the general, not particular interest ie beneficiaries should be the 

community at large and not a specific sector of industry.  
 
If an undertaking is entrusted with an SGEI, it must be doing something 
beyond the normal call of duty. 
 
SGEI are not defined in the Treaty and it is for individual Member States to 
define; the Commission and the Courts only have a role in determining 
manifest error.  
 
The range of services which count as SGEI is very wide and is a matter for 
Member States. SGEI can include such things as gas, electricity, telecoms, 
public service broadcasting and public transport, but this is not an exhaustive 
list.  The sort of activities which would NOT qualify for support under SGEI 
would be capital grants for manufacturing equipment, R&D, rescue & 
restructuring, general capital investment or regional aid. 
 
State aid treatment of SGEI 
 
In principle, funding of SGEI is caught by state aid rules which apply to 
economic activities. Article 86(2) is the normal means of approving aid to 
undertakings performing an SGEI.  

http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/lex/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2005/l_312/l_31220051129en00470048.pdf
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In July 2003 the European Court of Justice (ECJ) gave a decision on Altmark 
relating to German buses. According to this judgment, compensation for the 
SGEI does not amount to state aid and is therefore not subject to prior 
notification, only if certain criteria are met. All other forms of compensation 
remain state aid and are subject to the rules of prior notification, unless the 
compensation for the SGEI falls within the SGEI Block Exemption.  
 
In November 2005, the SGEI Block Exemption was published and came into 
force on 19 December 2005, setting out the conditions under which 
compensation for SGEI will be regarded as compatible with the state aid rules 
and does not therefore need to be notified to the Commission. This Block 
Exemption aims to exempt smaller public services from the obligation to 
notify. 
 
The Options 
 
There are a number of options for ensuring that the funding of an SGEI is 
state aid compliant: 
 
If it is possible to meet the criteria set by the European Court of Justice in the 
Altmark case, there is no state aid; 
 
If the compensation paid to a service provider is below a certain threshold or 
is paid to hospitals or for social housing, it may be possible to bring it within 
the SGEI block exemption, removing the need to notify and seek the approval 
of the Commission; 
 
Funding for SGEI which does not meet the criteria in the Altmark case or 
cannot be brought within the SGEI block exemption must be notified to and 
approved by the Commission. The SGEI Framework sets out the criteria the 
Commission will apply in these cases. 
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